EXCLUSIVE GROUP EXPERIENCES IN SICILY
Welcome to Verdura Resort: 230 hectares of sun-kissed Mediterranean countryside, coastline and five-star hotel on Sicily’s stunning south-west shores.

Verdura is a paradisiacal expanse of olive trees, orange groves, picture-perfect private beach, and complete escapism by the sea. It is the flagship Rocco Forte Spa, a centre of advanced treatments and expert wellness programmes. It is championship golf, water sports and no less than eight exceptional Italian restaurants and bars.

And it is a passionate, talented team – always on hand to help you enjoy our piece of paradise. To arrange on-site activities, from tournaments and games to wine tastings and art classes. To curate unique experiences across the island, from helicopter and boat trips to archaeological tours and volcano visits. To host unbelievable events, from grand galas, banquets and weddings to meetings, drinks parties and beach barbecues. To find entertainment and excitement, rest and relaxation, or a little bit of both. It’s your decision, at the Fortes’ invitation.
ON-SITE EXPERIENCES AT VERDURA
Take to the waves with Verdura Resort’s Water Sports Club. Peerlessly positioned on a stretch of white-sand Sicilian beach, the Club looks out over a cerulean shore, blessed by fair winds and devoid of developments—a paradisiacal setting for aquatic adventures.

From windsurfing to deep-sea fishing to an ocean excursion aboard one of our three fully-equipped vessels, acquaint yourself with this gorgeous stretch of coastline. Our suite of over 20 water sports can accommodate groups of varying sizes.

Kayak sprint Fishing Trip (max: 10/12 guests)
Day or Sunset excursion with aperitif on board (max: 35 guests)
Multiple activities simultaneously:
Water skiing by jet ski, Wakeboarding by jet ski, Banana boating (6 guests), Sofa boat (3 guests)
Golf is a cornerstone of the Verdura experience, and with its magnificent links-style courses designed by world-renowned architect Kyle Phillips, players of all levels are catered to in style. Overlooking the undulating olive groves inland and the sparkling Mediterranean on the other, Verdura offers two 18-hole championship courses as well as a smaller nine-hole par-3 course. In addition, golfers may enjoy our double-ended driving range and our expert-taught golf academy.

Groups may enrol in our clinics, where up to 6 guests may learn from qualified PGA professionals. Or, for the more advanced, opt for one of our “playing round” sessions, where our instructors will hand-guide players through a tournament-level game, or visit our state-of-the-art Golf Performance Institute to take advantage of technology usually reserved for Tour players.
ON-SITE EXPERIENCES

SPORTS

GAME, SET, MATCH

Tennis at Verdura

Take tips from our professionals at the Verdura Tennis Academy. Players of all abilities are welcome to join our courses, have private and group lessons or alternatively play at their leisure.

Group lesson (50 or 90 mins)
Cardio tennis: an engaging group fitness programme featuring the heart-pumping effects of tennis drills, games, and skills delivering the ultimate full body and calorie-burning aerobic and anaerobic workout. Fun and healthy: a very social activity for all ages, ability, and fitness levels, and an excellent way to get into a more active lifestyle.

AT TWO SWORDS’ LENGTH

Fencing at Verdura

A sport as refined as it is ancient, fencing has long been a pastime of the Sicilian nobility. At Verdura, the swordplay tradition is alive and well at our Fencing Academy. Here, former champion and National Team member Lia teaches all three fencing styles: darting foil, elegant épée and wild sabre. The perfect sport for increasing reflexes, reducing stress and augmenting mental agility, fencing makes for an engaging group or team building activity.

Group lesson from 5 to 10

FIND OUT MORE
TREKKING SURVIVOR

Challenging trials will test intuition, concentration and determination of the team. Teamwork will play a decisive role to complete the path. The activity aims to strengthen team critical situations management.

From 5 to 15

RUNNING

Running, one of the practiced sports, has beneficial effects on body and mind; it lifts the spirits and strengthens social connections.

From 5 to 15
ON-SITE EXPERIENCES

CULINARY

CUCINA ITALIANA
Cooking Classes at Verdura

Few destinations are as blessed for ingredients as Sicily. With rich, volcanic soils stimulating flavourful greens, to rich pasturelands for organic meats and the sparkling Mediterranean bountiful with frutti di mare, it is a chef’s paradise. Immerse groups in Sicily’s culinary heritage with expert cooking classes, led by our professional chefs and utilizing ingredients grown on the premises, in Verdura’s organic vegetable gardens.

From 5 to 15

TIME-HONOURED TECHNIQUES
Pizza Making at Verdura

Simple in concept but notoriously difficult to execute par excellence, pizza has come to symbolise Italian cuisine across the globe. Sicily has come to develop its own unique style of pizza, thicker and focaccia-like, that benefits greatly from the fresh zest of local olive oil and tomatoes. Learn how to perfect Sicilian pizza at our culinary academy’s pizza-making masterclass.

From 5 to 15

FIND OUT MORE
**CULINARY**

**TANTALISING TERROIRS**

_Wine Tasting at Verdura_

From Etna to Akraga, Sicily’s many ancient vineyards have delighted visitors for centuries. Guided by our resident sommelier, tour through the Triangle Island’s most tantalising terroirs and taste the subtle, earthen notes of its most well-known labels—an ideal relaxation-cum-bonding experience for any group.

*From 5 to 15*

**INNOVATIVE COCKTAILS**

_Mixology at Verdura_

Verdura’s beachfront views and citrus-scented Sicilian breeze provide the perfect backdrop for enjoying zesty, refreshing cocktails. Take the next step and learn to craft them at our culinary school, under the tutelage of expert mixologists.

Each session reveals the secrets of not only time-honoured classic mixed drinks, but also uniquely Sicilian serves, including the far-famed Mojito “alla Siciliana” for a real taste of the region.

*From 5 to 15*
Blend team building with brushstroke in our ceramic team workshop. An ideal mix of creativity and teamwork, delegates in our ceramic school are divided into teams, with each team-member given a ceramic tile to paint. Teams decide upon a single theme, and then team-members paint their individual tiles in accordance with that theme. Meanwhile, local artisans from Sciacca, Sicily's ceramic capital, will be present, assisting with painting techniques and palette choice. After the workshop, take home your tiles, or display them proudly in the office.

Groups of 4 or 5

FIND OUT MORE
ON-SITE EXPERIENCES

TEAM BUILDING

SCAVENGER HUNT IN THE NATURE

Organisers give out a series of clues to find objects which the participants seek to gather. The goal is to be the first to find all items and complete the tasks. Riddles, puzzles, word games in a fairy tale setting.

Groups of 4 or 5

SPOTS

Delegates are split into teams and must challenge each other in a series of tests – from navigating through an obstacle course in a Vespa to filling a water bottle ten metres away using hydraulic jets. These tests are designed to promote initiative and collaboration.

Groups of 4 or 5

FIND OUT MORE
ON-SITE EXPERIENCES

MILITARY TRAINING (BOOT CAMP)

The new Marine style training aiming at improving strength and endurance. The Military Training is based on three characteristics of military life: motivation, determination and teamwork.

From 5 to 15

ESCAPE ROOM

A series of elaborate puzzles, with the only goal to find the way to go out within the time given. Have fun with our new Escape Room, enjoy this popular game with your colleagues. How good will you be in cooperating to find the key?

Teams of 4

FIND OUT MORE
ON-SITE EXPERIENCES

TEAM BUILDING

GAMES WITHOUT FRONTIERS

Teams can face adrenaline-pumping challenges inspired by “Jeux Sans Frontieres”, as well as Sicilian myths and legends that will test their agility and skills.

From 10 to 30

BEACH OLYMPICS

It’s an amazing team activity that will make your guests mix and mingle while strengthening their bonds in a competitive yet friendly way! Guests will be divided into teams and will then enjoy a collection of fun beach challenges and games, facing the other teams to become the Beach Olympics winning team.

From 10 to 30

FIND OUT MORE
Learn the unique traditions of Sicily: the tarantella and ballettu identified with Sicily will be taught by a folk dance educator. Immediately after, drummers, guitarists, zampognaros and ethnomusicologists will lead a workshop in the Sicilian frame drumming techniques in which various techniques of Southern Italy are highlighted.

From 10 to 30
ON-SITE EXPERIENCES

WELLNESS

ULTIMATE RELAXATION
The Verdura Spa

Relax, restore and rebalance in our 4,000m² wellness centre. Set around an open-air courtyard, the expansive Verdura Spa merges organic Sicilian skincare with advanced therapies and first-class facilities. In the serene, pavilions space, find infrared and Finnish saunas, an indoor lap pool, four outdoor thalassotherapy pools, as well as a fitness centre and studio.
With relaxation and recuperation at the heart of Verdura Resort, we offer an abundance of opportunities for enhancing health and wellbeing from indoor spa treatments to outdoor fitness classes. Make the most of the warm Sicilian air with an al fresco yoga or pilates class, expertly taught by one of our qualified instructors. Or embark on the picturesque Discovery Trek: a 7km trail around the resort, showcasing breath-taking coastal views, beautiful gardens and historic landmarks.

Yoga
Pilates
Aqua Circuit Training
Verdura Discover Trek
From 5 to 20
Start by honouring the spirit of one of Italy’s greatest writers, Italo Calvino, in a fun group activity for the culturally curious: Invisible Cities. Equipped with a city map, Polaroid camera and special guidebook, participants are sent along a winding, poetic route to discover local landmarks, traditions and stories – a must for any literary guest.

**Teams of 5 to 10**

**MOVIE MAKERS**

Movie buffs will also relish the opportunity to follow in the footsteps of Fellini, Antonioni or Sorrentino, writing, producing and shooting their own short film under the guidance of expert creative consultants. Alternatively, lovers of Ford-Coppola’s The Godfather can recreate one of the many famous scenes from the film shot on-location in Sicily. Stimulating stuff.

**Teams of 5 to 10**

**HIT THE ROAD**

Those with a need for speed can embrace their inner F1 driver in a group go-karting session at Kartodromo Minoa – one of Sicily’s top go-kart tracks. Keen golfers can play on past Verdura’s links on a ‘mini-golf mission’, an adventurous mini-golf tournament through picturesque monuments and Sicilian landmarks in aid of local charities. Alternatively, aspiring masterminds can flex their puzzle-solving muscles on a series of brain teasers that take them on a journey through Sicily. Whatever you and your party are into, there’s an activity for you.

**Up to 20**
Visit Sicily’s northwest region in a day-long journey through some of its most geographically interesting spots. Start in the Medieval mountaintop town of Erice, with sweeping views over Trapani and onto the Aegadian Islands, before travelling west to Segesta, which hosts theatrical and musical performances in its beautifully preserved Greek amphitheatre atop Mount Barbaro. Finally, finish the day in the salt plains at Trapani – spectacular salt flats created by the Phoenicians.
Historic Sites: Agrigento and Selinunte
Uncover Sicily’s fascinating past through its abundant ancient sites with guided historical tours from Verdura. Just a short drive away, the Valle dei Templi is a UNESCO World Heritage Site – home to the 5th-century BC Temples of Concordia and Juno – featuring some of the best-preserved Doric architecture in the world. Also in the region is the spectacular Selinunte Archaeological Park – one of Europe’s largest archaeological parks, where visitors will find the ruins of a 6th-century BC Greek trade centre and the still-standing Temple of Hera.
Take a full-day visit to Sciacca’s historic city centre, home to 16th-century ramparts and Norman churches. Stop on the stunning Piazza Angelo Scandaliato, the views of the sea and the fishing port below from this charming square, before shopping for Sciacca’s famed local ceramics and handicrafts. In the afternoon, move to the enchanting village of Caltabellotta or Burgio, scenic medieval towns blessed with breathtaking views across Sicily. Scale the city’s heights to the ruined Norman castle or visit one of Italy’s oldest bell foundries.
Palermo & Monreale

The Sicilian capital has a history that stretches back 3,000 years. Ancient houses, baroque churches and neoclassical theatres. Bustling markets filled with perfumes and local flavours. Not far away, at the foot of the Caputo mountain, the town of Monreale overlooks the citrus groves of the Conca d’Oro valley and Palermo. Its iconic Cathedral was built between 1172 and 1176 – a famous example of Northern European architecture and Arabian art.

FIND OUT MORE
SICILIAN CUISINE

Sicily’s rich multicultural history has left indelible marks on its culinary culture. Learn from locals Rosy and Giovanna how Sicilians join traditions from the Greeks to the Normans to the Spanish in their everyday cuisines. In this cooking class, you will learn not just the ingredients that make Sicilian cuisine so special; you will discover the very experience of preparing a Sicilian meal in a journey that narrates the cooking steps and the origin of each recipe.

Up to 20 participants

CULINARY

OFF-SITE EXPERIENCES

FIND OUT MORE
Sicily’s rich, diverse terroirs have long fostered world-famous wines. As one of Italy’s most important producers, a visit to Planeta’s Ulmo vineyard is a must for any oenophile. On the shores of the Lake Arancio, Ulmo has been part of the Planeta family for 17 generations. Now, guests are welcome to tour the vineyard and sample its famous wines with a hearty family lunch, stopping to explore the remains of the ancient Phoenician wine press. For those looking for a more intrepid wine adventure, take a day trip beginning at the ancient ruins of Selinunte, followed by a wine tasting at the nearby Florio Winery in Sicily’s famous Marsala region, and a visit to the beautiful island of Mothya.
Nothing showcases the sparkling cerulean waters of the Mediterranean like a cruise aboard our luxury 18m yacht. Stylishly appointed, with room for six overnight guests or 12 daytime passengers, our yacht sails from Sciacca’s picturesque port and provides unrivalled access to the extraordinary beauty of Sicily’s surrounding islands.

**Up to 10 participants**
To see even more of our incredible island, we offer exhilarating adventures across it by air, land and sea. Discover Sicily’s mesmerising coastline aboard our boat or take a thrilling helicopter ride across the island to the summit of Mount Etna, Europe’s tallest active volcano. If you’d rather keep your feet on terra firma, hit the road with a vintage Fiat 500 or classic Vespa to tour local towns and sites Sciacca, Segesta, Marsala, Caltabellotta and the Torre Salsa nature reserve. Or head off the beaten track via Land Rover, quad bike or horseback to explore the rugged Sicilian countryside.

Jeep Safari
Fiat 500 classic Tour
Vespa Journey
Helicopter Adventure
Quad Ride
Horsebackriding
Arrange an event at sublime beachfront restaurant Amare and treat guests to the freshest fruits of the sea and surrounding countryside, served to the sound of gently lapping waves. Just steps from white sand and the warm waters of the Mediterranean, our spacious, atmospheric terrace offers incredible views day or night and guests can savour fine local wines as the catch of the day sizzles at live cooking stations.

Amare Restaurant can accommodate:
- Reception 280
- Gala 220
- Buffet 160
Trattoria Liolà can accommodate:

**INDOORS**
- Reception: 100
- Gala: 80
- Buffet: 60

**OUTDOORS**
- Reception: 100
- Gala: 80
- Buffet: 60

With a colourful dining room that celebrates and showcases local artisanal crafts, and an outdoor terrace that looks out over the Sicilian coastline, Liolà is a stunning setting. The menu reveals all manner of traditional trattoria-style dishes, from caponata made with locally-grown ingredients to crispy, yielding arancini and wood-fired pizza. Those looking for an authentic taste of Sicily will find it here.
Host a more intimate event in our Olive Grove Garden amongst the gnarled trees that have adorned this land for centuries. By day, enjoy refreshing aperitivo and fine Italian cuisine served by private waiters and sommeliers, under a bright blue sky and with a soundtrack of cicadas. As the sun sets over the coast, bask in the glow of lanterns strung between trees as exquisite feasts are served and toasts raised to a memorable evening.

The Olive Grove Garden can accommodate:

- Reception: 300
- Gala: 300
- Buffet: 300
Featuring an elegant dining room and a show-stopping al fresco terrace overlooking the pool, palms and sea, both Buongiorno and Zagara are spacious and tranquil locations. With a menu designed by Fulvio Pierangelini to showcase the island’s abundant natural produce and a range of hand-picked wines, their gastronomic offering is as exquisite as the backdrop they offer. We’re delighted to arrange myriad events here, from sunny luncheons, cocktail receptions by the pool to sensational sunset meals and livelier buffet parties, during the balmy months between March and November.

Zagara Restaurant can accommodate:

**INDOORS**
- Reception: 120
- Gala: 100
- Buffet: 80

**OUTDOORS**
- Reception: 180
- Gala: 120
- Buffet: 120

Buongiorno Restaurant can accommodate:

**INDOORS**
- Reception: 150
- Gala: 100
- Buffet: 80

**OUTDOORS**
- Reception: 250
- Gala: 220
- Buffet: 180
Stylish and sophisticated, the Ballroom presents a dynamic backdrop and multi-entertainment venue capable of hosting a variety of events. By day, floor-to-ceiling windows bathe the space in natural light; at night, the venue can be transformed into a charming dinner setting or a fun-filled disco night. With easy access to a private garden overlooking the resort’s impressive golf course, indoors and outdoors fuse into one. Coupled with expert attention to every detail by a dedicated team, the event will be executed with flair from beginning to end.

The Ballroom can accommodate:
• Reception: 350
• Gala: 300
• Buffet: 300
With its fine white sand, softly swaying palms, elegant chaise lounges and irreplaceable views over the Mediterranean, our private beach is a versatile venue for your occasion. From sumptuous waterside fish feasts to leisurely cocktail parties, from energetic sporting itineraries to buzzing sunset parties complete with live DJ, we can tailor the space – and the pace – to your group’s needs and ensure your time here is unmatched. The beach is available with the exclusive use of the resort only.
Beyond Verdura’s boundaries, we have a portfolio of unique events spaces across the island to bring out the best of Sicily for you and your guests. Working with our events team, chefs and designers to tailor each location entirely to you, choose from picturesque Planeta Ulmo or De Gregorio wineries; from impactful historic spots like Valley of the Temples, Selinunte or Segesta archaeological parks, where your guests can dine amongst ancient ruins; or hotels, beach clubs, castles and other impressive events spaces across the island.

A SETTING FOR ANY CELEBRATION

FIND OUT MORE

OFF-SITE LOCATIONS FOR DINING
ON-SITE AND OFF-SITE LOCATIONS FOR DINING

ON-SITE FACILITIES

AMARE (seasonal opening)
Restaurant & bar
Available for exclusive hire.
Max pax for reception: 280

ZAGARA
Restaurant
Available for exclusive hire.
Max pax for reception: 300

BUONGIORNO
Breakfast & restaurant
Available for exclusive hire.
Max pax for reception: 300

TRATTORIA LIOLÀ
Trattoria and pizzeria
Available for exclusive hire.
Max pax for reception: 280

INFINITY POOL
Available for exclusive hire.
Max pax for reception: 300

LA PIAZZETTA
Available for exclusive hire.
Max pax for reception: 300

OLIVE GROVES
Available for exclusive hire.
Max pax for reception: 300

LIBRARY
Available for exclusive hire.
Max pax for reception: 280

TORRE BAR
Available for exclusive hire.
Max pax for reception: 200

BALLROOM
Available for exclusive hire.
Max pax for reception: 350

MEETING CENTRE
7 meeting rooms, 1 ballroom
and an open air amphitheatre

SPORT
• 6 clay tennis courts
• 4 boules
• 60-metre infinity pool
• Running, cycling and trekking trails
• Volleyball and outdoor gym by the beach

KIDS
Verdùland, 450mq kids club

BEACH
Available for exclusive hire
(often if the group has exclusive use of the resort). Max pax for reception: 300

VERDURA SPA
With gym, thalassotherapy pools, saunas, steam room, indoor pool, treatment rooms, relaxation areas, beauty salon and spa bar

GOLF
Two 18-hole championship and a 9-hole par-three executive courses

OFF-SITE LOCATIONS FOR EVENTS

PLANETA WINERY
Ulmo
Capacity: 100 guests
(40 minutes from Verdura)

HOTEL VILLA ATHENA
Agrigento
Capacity: 200 guests
(20 minutes from Verdura)

CHARAMONTE CASTLE
Siculiana
Capacity: 200 guests
(30 minutes from Verdura)

LAGIO SAN VINCENZO
Mendi
Capacity: 200 guests
(25 minutes from Verdura)

THE CLOISTER, SCIACCA
Capacity: 200 guests
(20 minutes from Verdura)

LOUNGE BEACH
Scala Dei Turchi
Realmonde
Capacity: 80 guests
(30 minutes from Verdura)

DE GREGORIO WINERY
Sciaccu
Capacity: 300 guests
(25 minutes from Verdura)

VALLEY OF THE TEMPLES
Agrigento
Capacity: up to 400 guests
(50 minutes from Verdura)

SELINUNTE ARCHAEOLOGICAL PARK
Capacity: up to 400 guests
(50 minutes from Verdura)

SEGESTA ARCHAEOLOGICAL PARK
Capacity: up to 400 guests
(80 minutes from Verdura)

DATING UNDER THE OLIVE TREES
(at Verdura Resort)

AMARE NIGHT
Beach dinner
(at Verdura Resort)

SICILIAN NIGHT
(at Verdura Resort or out)
take part in an evening dedicated to authentic Sicilian culture with local food, music and dancing.

DISCO NIGHT
(at Verdura conference centre foyer)

“STUDIO 54” DINNER AND DISCO
(at Verdura conference centre foyer)

ARABIAN NIGHT
celebrate Sicily’s Arab roots and escape into the magical world of the Arabian Nights, right on Verdura’s private beach.

IL GATTOPARDO NIGHT
experience the grandeur of the Sicilian nobility in the 1800s with a gala dinner inspired by Lampedusa’s work—“The Leopard.”

THE GODFATHER NIGHT
experience “the sweet life” as enjoyed by Ava Gardner, Liz Taylor and Richard Burton in times gone by.

MEDITERRANEAN ODYSSEY
celebrate Sicily’s Greek and Roman roots with a toga-themed evening.

SYMPOSIUM
embrace Sicily’s Greek roots with an experience the grandeur of the Sicilian nobility in the 1800s.

MEDITERRANEAN ODYSSEY
celebrate Sicily’s Greek and Roman roots with a toga-themed evening.

THE GUEST HOUSE
enjoy a night that pays tribute to the unforgettable Sicilian films and novels. Make the evening even more memorable and commission a video to take home.

THE GODFATHER NIGHT
be seduced by the enchanting atmosphere of “the beautiful era”.

LA BELLE ÉPOQUE
expose an air of intellectual excitement to the night with your very own quiz show.

THE GODFATHER NIGHT
create a bespoke evening of decadence and glamour with showgirls, celebrity impersonators, cigars, magicians and much more.

LA BELLE ÉPOQUE
enjoy a fashion show with a DJ set, musicians and dancers.

WINE CASINO
“Vini Vegas” – take part in a Las Vegas themed evening with Sicilian wines.

ON-SITE AND OFF-SITE LOCATIONS FOR DINING

THEMED DINNERS AND PARTIES

LA DOLCE VITA
recreate the seductive atmosphere of Sicily and Italy during the 1960s and experience “the sweet life”.

AMARE NIGHT
be seduced by the enchanting atmosphere of “the beautiful era”.

LA BELLE ÉPOQUE
create a bespoke evening of decadence and glamour with showgirls, celebrity impersonators, cigars, magicians and much more.

CELEBRATION NIGHT
enjoy a fashion show with a DJ set, musicians and dancers.

WINE CASINO
“Vini Vegas” – take part in a Las Vegas themed evening with Sicilian wines.
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LOCATION
Located on the south-west coast of Sicily. Verdura Resort is:
• 80 minutes from Palermo and Trapani International Airports
• 3 hours from Catania International Airport
SS 115km 131 92019 Sciacca (AG), Italy
Tel: +39 06 32 888 630
e: reservations.verdura@roccofortehotels.com
@ verduraresortscy
@VerduraResortSicily
@Verdura_Resort

ACCOMMODATION
• 156 rooms
• 29 suites
• 3 pool suites
• 3 villa suites
• 20 private villas

RESTAURANT & BARS
• Zagara Restaurant
• Buongiorno Restaurant
• Trattoria Lulu
• Amare Restaurant & Bar
• Pool Bar
• Granita Bar
• Torre Bar
• Pool Bar
• Spa Bar

MEETINGS & EVENTS
• Ballroom for up to 350 guests
• 7 meeting rooms with terraces for up to 160 delegates
• Open-air amphitheatre for up to 500 guests

VERDURA SPA
• 11 treatment rooms including double treatment suites
• 4 thalassotherapy pools
• 20m indoor swimming pool
• Double-height steam room, Finnish & infrared saunas
• 170m² state-of-the-art gym and fitness studio
• Spacious relaxation areas
• Hair and beauty salon
• Spa Bar with a terrace overlooking the mountains
ROCCO FORTE HOTELS

HOTEL DE ROME
BERLIN

HOTEL AMIGO
BRUSSELS

THE BALMORAL
EDINBURGH

HOTEL SAVOY
FLORENCE

VILLA KENNEDY
FRANKFURT

BROWN’S HOTEL
LONDON

THE CHARLES HOTEL
MUNICH

MASSERIA TORRE MAIZZA
PUGLIA

HOTEL DE LA VILLE
ROME

HOTEL DE RUSSIE
ROME

ROCCO FORTE HOUSE
ROME

VERDURA RESORT
SICILY

HOTEL ASTORIA
ST PETERSBURG

FUTURE OPENINGS

VILLA IGIEA
PALERMO

THE WESTBUND HOTEL
SHANGHAI

THE CARLTON
MILAN

roccofortehotels.com